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Abstract
Horizontal wells play an often overlooked role in hydrogeology and aquifer remediation but can be an interesting option for 
many applications. This study reviews the constructional and hydraulic aspects that distinguish them from vertical wells. Flow 
patterns towards them are much more complicated than those for vertical wells, which makes their mathematical treatment 
more demanding. However, at some distance, the drawdown fields of both well types become practically identical, allowing 
simplified models to be used. Due to lower drawdowns, the yield of a horizontal well is usually higher than that of a vertical 
well, especially in thin aquifers of lower permeability, where they can replace several of the latter. The lower drawdown, 
which results in lower energy demand and slower ageing, and the centralized construction of horizontal wells can lead to 
lower operational costs, which can make them an economically feasible option.
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Introduction

Horizontal wells (HW), including radial collector wells 
(RCW) and horizontal directionally drilled wells (HDDW) 
are, from a hydraulic and economical point of view, an inter-
esting alternative to vertical wells for a variety of hydrogeo-
logical situations. In the groundwater sector, their potential 
is, however, often overlooked, due to the scarcity of practi-
cal examples, qualified companies and specialized planners. 
Even in some drilling textbooks, such as Driscoll (1987) and 
Roscoe Moss (1990), they are mentioned only in passing. 
While a myriad papers, many of them from the oil and gas 
industry, discuss the hydraulics of such wells, there is a lack 
of a comprehensive description of all aspects of HWs from 
the groundwater perspective. This study aims at closing this 
gap by addressing: the evolution of HWs and their fields 

of application; the general construction techniques; their 
particular hydraulic conditions and design criteria, and how 
they can be modeled properly. The electronic supplementary 
material (ESM) contains an appraisal of construction and 
operational costs and the aging processes, and what can be 
done about them. Other non-vertical extraction techniques, 
such as covered drainage ditches, drip galleries, Maui tun-
nels and slant wells, will also be considered here.

The focus here will be single-phase groundwater flow, 
although many technical developments and mathematical 
models for horizontal wells come from the oil and gas indus-
try, where the operators are interested in both single-phase 
(crude oil) and multiphase flow (secondary and tertiary 
stages of hydrocarbons recovery) from porous/fractured 
formations. The review incorporates a wealth of older lit-
erature, which is often overlooked as they are only available 
in German, French, Russian or Polish (Falcke 1962; Nöring 
1953; Polubarinova-Kochina 1955, 1977; Stack 1958; Bori-
sov et al. 1964; Schneebeli 1966; Grigoryan 1969; Wieder-
hold 1966a, 1966b; Kotowski 1985, 1988; Iktisanov 2007; 
Khisamov et al. 2017).

In the groundwater sector, horizontal wells are used for

• water supply (especially river bank filtration), for public, 
industrial and agricultural purposes

• drainage (groundwater level control)
• contaminant removal (especially skimming)
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• subsurface seawater intake, e.g. for desalinization plants 
(Spiridonoff 1964; Missimer et al. 2013; Williams 2013, 
2015)

• managed groundwater recharge (injection well)
• pressure relief around subsurface infrastructure, e.g. tun-

nels, deep basements (e.g. Nemecek 2006)
• geothermal applications (Huber et al. 2015; Sun et al. 

2018).

The general advantages and disadvantages of HWs are 
summarized in Table 1.

History and types of non‑vertical wells

Horizontal drainage systems, in the form of the khanats 
and kharezes, are amongst the oldest employed by man to 
extract groundwater. A more detailed description can be 
found in the ESM. In most areas of the world, vertical dug 
and shaft wells became the most commonly used instru-
ments to access groundwater, when no springs were avail-
able. As water demand increased rapidly in the second half 
of the nineteenth century in many countries, due to popu-
lation growth, urbanization, industrialization and higher 
hygienic standards, dug and shaft wells were ill-suited to 
cover this demand due to their poor yields. Drilled vertical 
wells, as we know them today, developed slowly from the 
drive points introduced in the 1860s as Norton or Abys-
sinian wells but became practical and widespread in use 
only from the 1880s onwards (Houben 2019). Therefore, 
people turned their attention to horizontal captures, in the 
form of covered drainage trenches (Campbell and Lehr 1983; 
Houben 2019). Therefore, perforated pipes were laid into 
excavated trenches, embedded in permeable material, often 
with several layers of gravel and sand, and finally covered 
with impermeable material to prevent the inflow of water 

from the surface. A more detailed description of the his-
torical systems can be found in the ESM. The popularity of 
the technique at its time, e.g. in the USA and especially in 
Germany, motivated Adolf Thiem (1870) and Philipp Forch-
heimer (1886) to develop the first mathematical models of 
groundwater flow to horizontal drains (details see below).

Besides the high costs, drainage ditches have some other 
disadvantages. If located close to exfiltrating surface water 
bodies, their yield may decrease significantly at times of 
low flow. Secondly, they can only tap relatively shallow 
groundwater, which is often contaminated by anthropo-
genic activities. Therefore, they are hardly used for water 
supply anymore. One remarkable exception is the extrac-
tion of fresh groundwater from the thin freshwater lenses 
on oceanic islands. Compared to vertical wells, the smaller 
and spatially more evenly distributed drawdown curbs the 
upconing of underlying saltwater (Griggs and Peterson 1993; 
Stoeckl and Houben 2012; Pauw et al. 2016; Hendizadeh 
et al. 2016). Horizontal extraction galleries are thus used on 
many Caribbean and Pacific islands (Fil 1950; Mather 1975; 
Lloyd et al. 1993). For general dewatering and infiltration 
purposes, e.g. in agriculture, civil engineering and mining, 
drainage trenches are still commonly used. Another mostly 
historical horizontal water extraction technique, drip tunnels 
in consolidated rocks, are described in the ESM.

Horizontal drilling was a common technique in the min-
ing industry before the twentieth century (see ESM). The 
inventor and pioneer of the RCW, as we know it today, is 
Leo Ranney, an American geologist and engineer, who, in 
1927 used horizontal boreholes to extract oil from sand-
stone formations in Ohio (Todd 1959; Hunt 2003). His first 
oil RCW had a shaft of 40 ft. (12 m) diameter and 70 ft. 
(21.6 m) depth, from which 16 lateral bores were driven into 
the formation in a radial pattern. His first RCW for water 
supply was completed in 1934 in London, England (UK), 
with more wells in other European countries following, 

Table 1  Advantages and disadvantages of horizontal wells (compared to vertical wells)

Advantages Disadvantages

High yield Higher investment
Laterals can be placed in layer with best permeability Gravel pack placement and well development more difficult
Less and spatially more evenly distributed drawdown (Steward and Jin 

2003)
Difficult to replace in case of failure or contamination

Lower pumping cost (per unit of volume) Limited depth (< 50 m)
Less mixing of hydrochemical stratification, less incrustation, less 

frequent rehabilitation
Higher cost for rehabilitations, especially for radial collector wells with 

flooded shafts
Only one construction site, shorter pipeline and electrical cable instal-

lation
Larger construction site

Laterals can be installed underneath inaccessible terrain (e.g. build-up 
areas, roads, railroad tracks, rivers, swamps, farmland)

Limited choice of drilling and consulting companies with the necessary 
expertise to design and construct

Suitable for thin aquifers Shallow aquifers prone to groundwater contamination, require extensive 
protection zones and enforcement
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mostly after World War 2. The first groundwater RCW in 
the USA was drilled in 1936 (Hunt 2003). Figure 1 shows a 
typical RCW in cross sectional and plan view. A much more 
detailed technical drawing is shown in Fig. S4 of the ESM.

A radial collector well consists of a number of horizontal 
arms, called manifolds or, more commonly, laterals, which 
are open to the aquifer, all connected to a vertical cylindri-
cal caisson. The number and spatial arrangement of later-
als depends on the water demand, technical and financial 
constraints and the presence of boundary conditions, e.g. 
infiltrating rivers or impermeable rocks. The classical star-
shaped RCW has laterals of equal length evenly distributed 
over its circumference (Fig. 2). If many laterals are needed, 
it is sometimes useful to install them in two different height 
levels above the caisson floor, if the aquifer thickness per-
mits. Lee et al. (2010) describe a RCW with six laterals 
installed at a depth of 12 m and six at 20 m. During opera-
tion, groundwater enters the well through the slots in the 
laterals and flows into the caisson, where one or more pumps 

are installed, often with variable-speed capability. In low-
permeability media, the water volume stored in the RCW 
shaft provides a limited storage volume.

In reality, often one or more of the laterals does not reach 
the intended length, e.g. due to obstacles. An example is 
shown in Fig. 2 (arrangement a´). In many bank filtration 
cases, laterals may extend underneath the river (Fig. 2, 
arrangement d´). In a very few cases, the RCW is placed in 
the river (Kollis 1961).

Another type of non-vertical wells are inclined or slant 
wells. Inclined drilling is not uncommon in the min-
ing industry and in geoengineering and is often used for 
exploration and dewatering (e.g. Müller et al. 2009; Zingg 
and Anagnostou 2018). Slant wells are sometimes used as 
intakes for desalination plants (Williams 2013, 2015) and 
to reach contaminant plumes under built-up industrial sites 
(Furukawa et al. 2017). They are rarely considered for water 
supply and have received limited attention in literature out-
side the oil and gas industry (e.g. Joshi 1988; Zhan and 

Fig. 1  Typical set-up of a radial 
collector well: (a) cross section, 
(b) plan view, (c) wet shaft and 
(d) dry shaft (modified after 
Houben and Treskatis 2007)

Fig. 2  Typical spatial arrange-
ments of laterals of a RCW in a 
bank filtration scheme: (a) star, 
(a´) imperfect star, (b) dead-
man, (c) fan, (d) shortened fan 
(pecten), (d´) pecten with later-
als partially beneath the river 
bed (greyish blue), (e) lambda 
(mousetrap)
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Zlotnik 2002; Tsou et al. 2010; Blumenthal and Zhan 2016; 
Liang et al. 2017). A more detailed description is found in 
the ESM.

Horizontal directionally drilled (HDD) wells are a rather 
late addition to the field of hydrogeology, arriving around 
the mid 1990s. The technique was originally developed in 
the hydrocarbon industry and first adapted for trenchless 
cable and pipeline laying. They proved particularly use-
ful for contaminated site remediation, since the screens 
can be placed underneath active industry complexes, air-
port runways or landfills without compromising their func-
tioning (e.g. Fournier 1997, 2002; Lubrecht 2012; Divine 
et al. 2018). HDD wells are also used for dewatering in 
geotechnical applications and surface mines (e.g. Struzina 
and Drebenstedt 2008a; Müller et al. 2009). Applications 
for water supply are scarce (e.g. Sass and Treskatis 2000a, 
2000b; Licht et al. 2001; Birch et al. 2007). Figure 3 shows 
the most common concepts of HDDWs.

A general problem of inclined wells is the placement of 
the pump. Most pumps are designed for a strictly vertical 
“hanging” position. In an inclined position, the bearings and 
drive shafts suffer from an uneven load, which can lead to 
uneven wear and reduce their life-time. Therefore, an alter-
native method is to put a caisson between the strings, so that 
the pumps can be placed in an upright position (Fig. 3c). 

Additionally, the caisson allows for easier maintenance 
and rehabilitation of the strings. A well of this type was 
described by Licht et al. (2001), constructed at the same 
site in Germany as described above. First, a shaft was con-
structed. After its placement, two strings were drilled direc-
tionally towards it.

Construction techniques

Construction of RCW 

The reinforced concrete shaft of a RCW, commonly called 
caisson, used to be poured in-place and in sections (Spiri-
donoff 1964). This tedious and time-consuming procedure 
has been replaced by using pre-fabricated rings (segments) 
of reinforced concrete which can be easily assembled on-
site (Figs. 4 and 5). The diameter of the caisson strongly 
influences building costs. The minimum diameter has to be 
sufficient to accommodate the machinery for lateral place-
ment (including a ladder for the operators) and – later – the 
pumps. The smallest RCWs have shaft diameters of 1.5 m. 
Diameters of 3 to 6 m (10 to 20 ft) are more common. Larger 
diameters are rare, although the RCW in Warsaw, Poland, 
has a diameter 11 m (Kollis 1961). Wider shafts enable the 

Fig. 3  Horizontal direction-
ally drilled well concepts used 
in water supply and aquifer 
remediation: (a) discontinuous 
(blind), (b) continuous, (c) with 
central collector shaft, consist-
ing of two individual HDDW 
driven into the shaft from two 
starting pits (b and c modified 
after Houben and Treskatis 
2007)
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installation of longer casing and screen sections, thus reduc-
ing the number of expensive and potentially leaking joints. 
The first (later: bottom) segment acts as a cutting ring, and 
therefore it is heavily reinforced and may weigh several 
tons. Using a clamshell, soil material is removed from the 
interior of the segment, which then slides downwards, upon 
which the next segment is added (Fig. 4). The following seg-
ments are usually higher, e.g. 2.5 m (8 ft) instead of 1.5 m 
(5 ft) for the bottom segment. Bentonite suspensions are 
sometimes used to diminish the friction between segments 
and surrounding soil. The bentonite later also helps sealing 
the zone damaged during caisson sinking, diminishing the 
downward flow of unwanted surface water. Wall thicknesses 
may range from 0.3 m (12 in.) for shallow and 0.6 m (24 in.) 
for deeper shafts. Metal reinforcement of the concrete has to 
be strong to withstand not only water and soil pressure, but 
also the forces occurring during uneven sinking and the later 
insertion of the laterals. A segment of 3.4 m outer diameter, 
0.3 m wall thickness and 2.5 m in height may weigh up to 
18 tons, illustrating the need for heavy machinery. The bot-
tom of an RCW, installed after the emplacement of the last 
segment, is a heavily enforced concrete slab, poured on site 
to prevent ground failure due to groundwater inflow from 
below. Deviations of the shaft from the vertical may occur in 
heterogeneous subsurface strata. A RCW built for the water 
supply of Salzburg, Austria, showed a deviation of almost 
2.5 m at the final depth of 47 m (Nemecek 2006). The result-
ing cracks in the concrete were, however, sealed, and the 
well equipped with 22 laterals of up to 40 m length and put 
into use. Some special and rare types of caisson construction 
are discussed in the ESM.

Laterals are commonly installed about 1 m (3–4 ft) above 
the caisson floor. The portholes are usually prefabricated and 
not drilled into the caisson. They are sealed by plugs dur-
ing sinking of the caisson. Lateral ports are spaced at least 

22.5 degrees apart, equivalent to a maximum of 16 laterals, 
to ensure structural integrity (Spiridonoff 1964), although 
RCW with 20 laterals have been built in South Korea from a 
3.5 m caisson (Hang-Tak et al. 2020). More common are 6 to 
12 laterals, however. When a higher number is desired, it is 
common practice to install the laterals in two or more differ-
ent height levels. Sometimes, more portholes than planned 
laterals are installed as a back-up, e.g. if a lateral becomes 
stuck or collapses during installation. The most common 
length of laterals is between 30 and 70 m (100 to 200 ft., see 
below), although longer laterals of up to 275 m (900 ft) are 
possible under ideal conditions with current technologies. In 
such long laterals, the frictional head losses within the nar-
row screen consume the gains in flow obtained by the longer 
screen length (for details, see section ‘Design criteria’).

The original Ranney concept of RCW construction 
involved driving the screens directly into the aquifer using 
hydraulic jacks. The diameter was usually not more than 
0.2 m. Usually, two drive jacks, e.g. each of 1000 to 1500 kN, 
were used to push in the laterals (Spiridonoff 1964; Huisman 
1972). Resistance was highest for the first few meters of pen-
etration, it then usually decreased somewhat, but, for longer 
laterals, the increasing jacket friction of the casing increased 
it again. Depending on the soil type, maximum lateral lengths 
of 40 to 80 m were possible (Huisman 1972). Due to the 
mechanical forces acting upon it, the screen needed to have 
a thick wall, often around 6 to 10 mm. Originally, copper 
alloy or mild steel was mostly used. The number of slots had 
to be restricted in order to not compromise the stability. Slots 
were cut with a saw or angle grinder, with a width of 6 to 
9.5 mm and a length of 38.1 mm (1.5 in.) (Spiridonoff 1964; 
Huisman 1972). The open area would be around 15–20% in 
the best cases (Spiridonoff 194; Huisman 1972). During con-
struction, a rubber “sand line” was inserted into the pipe to 
block the screen slots, allowing water and aquifer material to 

Fig. 4  Typical steps in the 
construction of a radial collector 
well: (a) setting of foundation 
and first tubing (with cutting 
ring base), excavation of aquifer 
material from within the tub-
ing, leading to its downward 
movement, (b) emplacement 
of following segment (repeated 
until final depth is reached), (c) 
caisson completed, emplace-
ment of impermeable bottom 
plug, dewatering from caisson 
(not shown), (d) insertion of 
laterals from inside of caisson
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enter only through perforations in the tip (pilot). From there, 
water and sand were transported to the caisson through an 
inside hose. Opening the valve of the inside hose at the cais-
son end induced a flow through the pilot perforations, driven 
by the static water head (Huisman 1972). The resulting high 
flow velocities at the tip, up to 5 m/s according to Huisman 
(1972), induced the removal of aquifer material, which low-
ered the force needed to drive in the lateral and improved the 

hydraulic conductivity around it. For each meter of inserted 
pipe, a volume of 0.3 to 0.7  m3 of fine sand was usually 
removed (Spiridonoff 1964; Huisman 1972). Due to the 
large slot widths and the limited well development, problems 
with sand intake during production were not uncommon for 
Ranney wells, especially in uniform fine to medium sand 
aquifers. The method worked best for coarse sediments with 
mean grain sizes larger than 1.0 mm, or better 3.0 mm, where 
the finer grains could be removed by development, leaving a 
coarse, highly permeable zone behind. If the sand intake was 
only local, this section could be sealed by a later but costly 
installation of a liner casing. The relatively poor hydraulics 
of the Ranney screens also made later rehabilitations, e.g. 
in the case of incrustations, difficult. Since stainless steel 
would have been too expensive, considering the high wall 
thicknesses of the Ranney screens, the mild steels employed 
often suffered from strong corrosion. One way to overcome 
the sand intake problems of the Ranney method is to use a 
screen in screen solution. Moses and Riegert (2004) used a 
six-inch (15 cm) wire-wound-screen inserted into an eight-
inch (20 cm) outer screen. The space between the screens was 
prepacked with ceramic beads.

To overcome the limitations of the Ranney method, 
a proper well screen was inserted under the protection of 
a temporary casing, which was later retracted. At first, it 
was tried to push both protective casing and screen into the 
aquifer together, the so-called Nebolsine well (Bieske 1959). 
This proved impractical. Therefore, it was decided to sepa-
rate the steps of screen and protective casing installation. 
Swiss engineers thus introduced the Fehlmann concept in 
the late 1940s (Fehlmann and Fehlmann 1959). The first 
well of this type was installed in the year 1947, near Bern, 
Switzerland (Fehlmann and Fehlmann 1959). In this con-
cept, a sturdy mild steel temporary casing (15 to 20 mm 
wall thickness) is driven in first (Huisman 1972). Unlike in 
the Ranney method, the pilot head is not screwed to the cas-
ing and can be moved independently, allowing limited work 
around obstacles, e.g. boulders. Water flow can be reversed 
to induce a jetting effect at the tip. Removing a volume of 
0.15 to 0.3  m3 of fine sand for each meter of inserted pipe 
was usually sufficient to keep the driving force below 400 
kN (Huisman 1972). Using telescoping diameters, lateral 
lengths of 100 m and more became possible. After reaching 
the final position, the inside hose is removed. A well screen 
of smaller diameter is inserted and the temporary casing 
is pulled. The drilltip remains in the aquifer (lost tip). The 
big advantage is that the final screen can be made of much 
thinner material with higher open area, as it does not have 
to withstand the mechanical forces of driving it through 
the aquifer. Therefore, more expensive but more corrosion 
resistant screen materials such as stainless steel became 
possible. Hydraulically advantageous screen types, e.g. 
wire-wrapped, thus became feasible, which facilitated well 

Fig. 5  Photos of caisson installation for a RCW in Dresden: (a) 
hydraulic jacks and segment with five portholes (temporarily 
plugged) in two height levels; (b) placement of pre-fabricated casing 
segment (Photos: Daffner)
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development and later rehabilitation. After installation, the 
well is developed by pumping, which leads to the removal 
of fines from the vicinity of the lateral. The development, 
however, works best in coarser sediments with limited per-
centages of fine material, e.g. in alpine gravel deposits. The 
method is therefore still being used, for example, in Swit-
zerland (Conrad 2010).

The Fehlmann concept was further refined by German 
engineers in the early 1950s by installing an artificial gravel 
pack between casing and screen (Preussag concept). The 
temporary casing therefore has to have a larger diameter, 
usually 0.4 m, thus requiring a higher driving force. After 
reaching the final position, the screen is inserted. A constant 
distance between temporary casing and screen is maintained 
by centralizers. Into this annular space, gravel material is 
flushed using a small-diameter feeder pipe. During gravel 
pack installation both the gravel pipe and the temporary cas-
ing are slowly pulled back, the tip remains. The gravel pack 
allows much better sand control, as it can be adjusted to 
the surrounding aquifer material. This made RCWs in fine-
grained and non-uniform material possible. The tip can be 
equipped with a jetting nozzle to facilitate the propagation 
through denser sediments, e.g. silt lenses.

In all previously described methods, the loosened sedi-
ment is transported only by the groundwater that enters at 
the tip of the string and flows towards the caisson, due to 
the induced gradient. Therefore, dry zones pose a problem. 
Another problem is that boulders or consolidated (cemented) 
portions of the aquifer cannot be passed easily. In the case 
of boulders, common in glacial deposits, the drillers try to 
remove as much material as possible around it by intensive 
flushing, hoping that the obstacle sags down, allowing the 
string to pass above it. However, many laterals of RCWs 
are shorter than intended because the obstacle could not be 
removed.

Therefore, the water hydraulic drilling (WHD) technique 
was developed in Germany to overcome these problems 
(Huber and Schätz 2009). Here, a water-driven rotary drill 
head is attached to the tip of the string. The water used as 
drilling fluid is used to rotate the drill tip (up to 200 l/min at 
200 bar, torque 10,500 Nm, 36 rpm) and is also used to trans-
port material away from the string. The drilling diameter is up 
to 480 mm. The tip angles can be adjusted to keep the drilling 
in its intended path using a laser. This technique now allows 
the installation of RCWs in (semi-)consolidated and even dry 
formations. The drilling tool is 2.5 m long and thus requires a 
caisson diameter of at least 2.8 m.Two further, recently devel-
oped methods are described in detail in the ESM.

For all methods, the last few meters of the lateral near 
the caisson are usually installed with unslotted casing (blind 
casing), which is intended to keep surface water away, which 
might flow downwards along the disturbed zone around the 
caisson.

After finishing the laterals, the in-caisson infrastructure 
is installed, including pumps, electrical supply, lighting, 
measuring equipment and access ladders. The majority of 
RCWs have a “wet shaft”, meaning that water from the later-
als runs directly into the caisson interior, collects there and 
is pumped by standard submersible pumps from this reser-
voir (Daffner et al. 2010a, 2010b). In most cases, the laterals 
can be closed individually by a valve (Fig. 6). Inspections 
and repairs require a diver, the installation of a lock for an 
individual lateral or the closure of all laterals and pumping 
out of the water inside the caisson. In the much less com-
mon and more expensive “dry shaft” system (Daffner et al. 
2010a, 2010b), each lateral is connected individually to a 
pipeline system connected to the pumps (Figs. 1 and 6). The 
caisson is not filled with water and can be inspected at any 
time using permanently installed ladders and platforms. This 
system is often used when the groundwater quality would 
negatively affect the concrete shaft or when it contains high 
concentrations of iron and manganese, which would precipi-
tate in the shaft when exposed to oxygen. Due to the pipe-
lines and ladders, the open space in a dry shaft is limited, 
which makes the accessibility, e.g. for repairs, more difficult. 
In all systems, the electrical and electronic components of 
the RCW are usually installed in an extension of the caisson 
above surface.

An even rarer compromise is the “wet basement”, where 
the lower part of the caisson is closed by a lid and flooded 
(Remde 1959; Huisman 1972; Daffner et al. 2019b). The 
laterals are connected to the basement and the pumps extract 
water from there. The upper part is dry and accessible for 
maintenance.

Some statistical data on the number of RCW worldwide, 
the range of caisson depths and diameters as well as lateral 
lengths and diameters are discussed in the ESM.

Construction of HDDWs

HDDW drilling is usually performed in stages (Fig. 7). The 
first involves the drilling of a thin-diameter pilot borehole, 
by jetting or roller bit, depending on the subsurface material 
(Fig. 7a). The location of the drillbit can be detected from 
the surface by electromagnetic tools, either using the natural 
or an induced magnetic field. The direction of the drillbit 
can be adjusted in all angles during the drilling process to 
keep the drillhole within the intended track. This allows a 
very exact positioning. Licht et al. (2001) were able to hit 
40 × 40 cm windows in a shaft at 12 m depth with two strings 
of 170 m length each. The pilot borehole is then widened by 
a second drilling (or overwashing) starting from the end pit 
(going backwards), a process that can be repeated if neces-
sary (Fig. 7b). Finally, a protective casing is installed and the 
final casing and screen pulled into it (Fig. 7c). The protective 
casing is then removed and the well developed.
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Since the bending capacity of both drillstring and casing 
material is limited, a certain horizontal distance between the 
starting point and the end point at the final depth is required, 
the so-called setback. Usually, the ratio of a horizontal unit 
of length to vertical penetration depth is around five, e.g. a 
projected final depth of 10 m requires a minimum horizontal 
distance of 50 m between the drilling rig and the target point.

The maximum depth for a HDDW is around 30 m for a 
twin well as shown in Fig. 4 c and may be up to 600 m for 
a single, blind HDDW (Fig. 3a). Drilling diameters of up to 
400 mm and screen diameters between 100 and 300 mm are 
common. The casing and screen is often composed of steel, 
although experiments with PVC have also proven feasible 
(Hang-Tak et al. 2020). The maximum length of one string 
can be up to 600 m. Gravel packs are difficult to be emplaced 
and the well thus commonly requires natural development. 
Drilling fluids are indispensable to stabilize the borehole. As 
a consequence, the probability of wellbore skin formation is 
higher. Therefore, usually biodegradable polymers are used 
instead of bentonite. Well development remains, however, 
an indispensable step.

A well of the type shown in Fig. 3b was built in Krefeld, 
Germany, by Sass and Treskatis (2000a, 2000b). The uncon-
fined aquifer at this location was very thin (13 m), with only 
3.5 to 7 m saturated thickness, depending on the level of 
the nearby river. Due to the low saturated thickness, vertical 
wells would have produced high drawdowns, which would 
easily have aerated the short screened intervals. A dispropor-
tionate number of small vertical wells would thus have been 
needed to produce a sufficient yield. It was therefore decided 
to build a HDDW. Both the entry and the exit angle of the 
drill string were 11°, while the 45 m of screen were more or 
less horizontal at a depth of around 10.5 m. Total drilling 
length was 262 m. The drilling was begun with a 171 mm (6 
3/4″) pilot borehole, followed by a 305 mm (12″) overwash. 
The screen (110 mm diameter) was then pulled into the bore-
hole, the overwash removed and the well developed.

Fournier (2005) states that around 2000 horizontal 
wells were drilled for environmental remediation purposes 
between 1988 and 2005 with maximum drilling lengths of 
up to 1500 ft. (460 m) and screen lengths of up to 840 ft. 
(250 m).

General observations on the hydraulics 
of horizontal screens

Differences compared to vertical wells

The geometry and technical features of a HW – and espe-
cially those of a RCW – differ significantly from a vertical 
well and make their mathematical treatment more compli-
cated. Figure 8 shows the typical geometry of a RCW in 

Fig. 6  (a) view into a dry shaft with eight laterals on one level, each 
with a valve and connected to a ring-shaped collector pipeline; (b) 
lateral outlet into caisson with closed valve, the small pipe to the left 
is a piezometer (Photos: Daffner)
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Fig. 7  Sketch of construction 
steps for a continuous HDD 
well: pilot borehole; backream-
ing (widening of borehole) 
– this step can be repeated, if 
necessary, to increase the diam-
eter; and insertion of casing and 
screen

Fig. 8  General dimensions and 
terms for a RCW, here in a bank 
filtration scheme (modified after 
Collins and Houben 2020). 
Dc = depth of caisson,  dc = diam-
eter of caisson, H = initial 
water-saturated thickness, 
h = dynamic head, Ll = total 
length of lateral, Lf = screened 
length of lateral, Lbc = length of 
unscreened part of lateral (blind 
casing), rgp = radius gravel pack, 
ds = diameter screen lateral
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a bank filtration site. It also describes the terms used in 
the following.

In the ideal case, a vertical well drains a cylindrical 
aquifer volume and radial symmetry of groundwater flow 
can be assumed (Thiem 1870). The catchment of a hor-
izontal lateral is much more complex (Fig. 9). Even in 
the simple case of a fully penetrating horizontal drain, 
it captures water from an ellipsoidal zone of influence 
(Forchheimer 1886). As a lateral ends within the aquifer, 
it always represents a partially penetrating well, with an 
essentially 3-D groundwater flow. A lateral is positioned 
at a certain depth above the aquifer base, and therefore it 
receives water from above and below as well as from both 
sides of the lateral. The tip of the lateral can be considered 
as a mathematical singularity if the lateral is modeled as 
a line sink.

In the case of a RCW, the flow towards one lateral 
can be influenced by neighboring laterals. Flow inside a 
well screen, both for vertical and horizontal wells, will 
always be turbulent. For vertical wells, the additional head 
losses caused by turbulent flow within and very close to 
the well can often be ignored, as they are usually quite 
small (Barker and Herbert 1992a, 1992b; Houben 2015a, 
2015b). For HWs, this simplification is often not possi-
ble, as laterals tend to be very long, often several tens 
of meters, and mostly have much thinner diameters than 
vertical wells. This implies that the mostly horizontal Dar-
cian matrix flow in the surrounding aquifer is connected to 

a discrete pipeline feature with turbulent axial flow via a 
transitional converging flow regime around the lateral. To 
obtain a full solution, all three features need to be consid-
ered together, as one affects the other. The major challenge 
lies in the conjugation of the three flow domains:

• Darcian groundwater flow in the bulk aquifer,
• non-Darcian seepage in the vicinity of the gravel pack or 

the screen slots of a lateral (where the magnitude of the 
specific discharge vector may be very large)

• viscous fluid flow inside the screened pipe

For the latter, the classical fluid mechanic methods of 
constant rate flow in a pipe with a certain roughness, stand-
ardized in the Darcy-Weisbach, Moody or Colebrook-White 
empiric equations, can be used. They should, however, con-
sider the following complication: both the pressure (static) 
head losses along the lateral and the flow rate are a part of 
the solution. Moreover, if in a standard steady state laminar 
or turbulent pipe flow, the head losses depend linearly on the 
length of the pipe and the flow rate is constant, in HW and 
RCW, this is not the case. Specifically, the along-axis gradi-
ent of the head losses depends on the rate of the pipe flow. 
This rate, in turn, depends on the “far field” of the problem, 
that is the seepage into the pipe (the “near field”) from the 
formation, as well as on an empiric coefficient (friction fac-
tor), which is not fixed - as in standard pipes with imperme-
able walls - but also depends on the relative roughness of the 
pipe and the Reynolds number of the in-pipe flow. Owing 
to the perforation of the walls of the “pipe”, the mass of 
water and impulse vary along the axis of the lateral. Conse-
quently, the conjugation problem becomes mathematically 
convoluted and is aggravated by the paucity of experimental 
data from the in-pipe manometry and measurements of the 
progressively (from the tip to the caisson) increasing lon-
gitudinal flow rate of water, which infiltrates into the pipe.

Finally, the long laterals and the caisson provide a signifi-
cant volume of water stored in an idle RCW. A RCW with a 
caisson of 4 m diameter with a level of 10 m of water inside, 
equipped with 10 laterals, each 50 m long and of 0.3 m 
diameter, provides a storage of 125.7  m3 + 35.3  m3 = 161  m3. 
This wellbore storage will influence the initial stage of a 
pumping test and should thus be taken into account when 
the early time of a pumping test needs to be considered (e.g. 
Park and Zhan 2002; Giese et al. 2019).

Lateral inflow distribution

The distribution of groundwater inflow over the length of a 
lateral is a difficult but crucial parameter (Huisman 1972; 
Antipov et al. 1996; Collins and Houben 2020). While the 
early analytical model by Forchheimer (1886) clearly made 
the case for a non-uniform inflow distribution, many later 

Fig. 9  Three-dimensional path lines to a radial collector well with 
two sets of laterals at different levels, depicting the complicated pat-
tern of flow lines near the laterals. The three laterals at the higher 
level are 80 m long, the four laterals at the lower level are 50 m long, 
and the aquifer is 20 m thick. Pathlines are started from two locations 
at nine elevations. The orange path lines flow to one of the three later-
als at the higher level and the blue pathlines flow to one of the four 
laterals at the lower level. Solution was obtained with the multi-layer 
analytic element model TimML (Bakker and Strack 2003), using the 
approach of Bakker et al. (2003)
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models assume a uniform distribution of influx over the 
screen length (e.g. Hantush and Papadopulos 1962; Daviau 
et al. 1988; Odeh and Babu 1990; Langseth 1990; Cleveland 
1994; Schafer 2006; Zhan 1999). However, the assumption 
of a specified head along the lateral is more realistic, in par-
ticular, a uniform head (Hantush and Papadopulos 1962; 
Steward and Jin 2001). As it is mathematically more difficult 
to incorporate into analytical models, it is less frequently 
considered (Bischoff 1981; Rosa and Carvalho 1989; Tarsh-
ish 1992; Steward and Jin 2001).

Measuring the inflow within a lateral is far from trivial. 
The flowmeter needs to be installed onto a little cart, which 
is moved through the lateral. Especially in thin laterals, 
the system can obstruct flow to a degree that it influences 
the actual measurements. Some of the secondary peaks 
observed at the end of the blind casing in Figs. 10c and 
11a might thus be artefacts. The few available flowmeter 
measurements in actual HWs and most physical models 
show that the uniform inflow assumption is indeed not real-
istic (e.g. Falcke 1962; Krebs 1957; Stack 1958; Nemecek 
2006; D’Alessio et al. 2018; Collins and Houben 2020). 
The field examples shown in Fig. 11 show that influx is 
commonly highest at the tip of the lateral, being up to more 
than eight times higher than that close to the caisson wall 
and often more than two times higher than the average flux. 
D’Alessio et al. (2018) investigated the inflow distribution 

in three RCWs with 6, 8 and 10 laterals (mostly around 
50 m long) and repeated all measurements after five years. 
Their 48 flow meter curves basically all show a very simi-
lar inflow distribution to the one shown in Fig. 11d. The 
bulk of the inflow occurs in the first 5–10 m of the laterals, 
counted from the tip, while the remainder shows a gently 
decreasing inflow, which can be approximated by a con-
stant inflow rate. The ratio of peak to base inflow was as 
high as ten or more. Huisman (1972) stated categorically 
“Under practically all circumstances, the inflow of ground-
water will be much greater near the tip of the collector 
than near the central shaft. In fact, near the latter point the 
collector may just as well be made of blind pipe, reducing 
the cost of construction without lowering the capacity.” 
The reason behind the uneven inflow is that it is easier 
for the water to flow through the lateral than through the 
aquifer, thus following the path of least resistance. Only the 
analytical models assuming non-uniform inflow are able to 
recreate such profiles, e.g. the ones by Forchheimer (1886), 
Steward and Jin (2001) and Tarshish (1992). The latter 
author also included the pipe flow resistance of a lateral, 
through which the inflow rate varies depending on the flow 
within the lateral.

The examples from Berlin, Germany, shown in Fig. 10a, 
b and the study by D’Alessio et al. (2018) show that the 
different laterals of one RCW usually show the same 

Fig. 10  Measured inflow 
distribution along the length of 
(a, b) two laterals of a RCW in 
Berlin, Germany (Krems 1972; 
Collins and Houben 2020), (c) 
a lateral in Hannover, Germany 
(Stack 1958), (d) an anonymous 
RCW from Austria (Nemecek 
2006) and (e) a lateral from 
RCW 5, Sonoma County, USA 
(D’Alessio et al. 2018). In all 
graphs, the caisson is to the left 
and the tip of the lateral to the 
right. All laterals, except (d), 
have a portion of blind casing at 
the caisson
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patterns of inflow distribution. The influence of different 
pumping rates is investigated in Fig. 11a, b. The example 
of Fig. 11a shows the typical inflow distribution shown in 
Fig. 10, although a minor second peak occurs close to the 
caisson. Increasing the pumping rate from 120 to 204  m3/h 
does not change the general inflow pattern. Only the sec-
ondary peak close to the caisson becomes less prominent. 
The example of Fig. 11b shows a relatively standard inflow 
distribution at a pumping rate of 50  m3/h, which, however, 
becomes more uniform at 90  m3/h.

The model study by Steward and Jin (2001) showed 
that the uniform head approach can lead to the occur-
rence of losing sections in laterals, when there is a nat-
ural background groundwater flow with a component 
in the direction along the lateral. Such losing sections 
exfiltrate water back to the aquifer. This would be, of 
course, unwanted in actual water supply wells due to the 
inherent inefficiency and especially in decontamination 
applications, where it could lead to a redistribution of 
contaminants. Conditions favorable for the development 
of losing sections are long laterals and low pumping 
rates (Steward and Jin 2001), if not lateral variations of 
the permeability of the aquifer are responsible. Above a 

threshold pumping rate, losing sections should disappear 
altogether. Figure 11b shows a rare field example of such 
a losing section, here located close to the caisson and 
present at both pumping rates.

Several authors have compared the results of using the 
uniform flux versus the uniform head assumption (Kawecki 
2000). They generally conclude that for the uniform head 
case, the head in the well is equal to that in a uniform flux 
well at a distance y along the lateral given by

with

F  correction factor
Ll  length of lateral [m]

The correction factor ranges around 0.7 (Gringarten et al. 
(1974) report 0.73; Daviau et al. (1988) report 0.67–0.72; 
and Rosa and Carvalho (1989) report 0.65–0.71).

In the strict sense, the uniform head assumption is also 
only an approximation, as the lowest head must occur at 
the caisson, and head losses will occur inside the lateral 
(Kim et al. 2008; Rushton and Brassington 2013a, 2013b). 

(1)y = F ⋅ Ll∕2

Fig. 11  Measured inflow 
distribution along the length of 
(a) a lateral of an anonymous 
RCW in eastern Germany, at 
two pumping rates, diameter 
250 mm (b) an anonymous 
RCW, with two pumping rates 
and a losing section (nega-
tive flow) close to the caisson, 
where water re-infiltrates into 
the aquifer and (c) an anony-
mous RCW lateral (Diameter 
283–299 mm) from Switzerland 
with a reversed inflow pattern. 
In all graphs, the caisson is to 
the left and the tip of the lateral 
to the right. Data: Bohrlochmes-
sung Storkow GmbH
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Head measurements over the length of a lateral are scarce. 
For the relatively low discharge rate of 9.6  m3/h, Mohamed 
and Rushton (2006) found a difference in hydraulic head of 
0.042 m for a lateral of 150 m length and 0.15 m diameter. 
Based on a model, they found that doubling the discharge 
rate would increase the head difference to 0.24 m. The 
resulting inflow profile, however, still showed that inflow 
at the tip was higher than near the caisson. This was only 
reversed to more inflow at the caisson side when the lateral 
length was increased to 300 m and the head loss within the 
lateral reached 0.62 m. In this case, energy minimization 
favors flow through the aquifer. Rushton and Brassington 
(2013a, 2013b) found an extreme example, where the draw-
down along a 300 m lateral amounted to 1.7 m. This, how-
ever, can be attributed to the poor hydraulic characteristics 
of the screen, for which a corrugated plastic drainage pipe of 
160 mm diameter was used. The overall perforation was as 
low as 0.48% and additionally impeded by a geotextile wrap-
ping. Božović et al. (2020) found that internal resistance 
effects within a lateral are practically negligible. They found 
average head losses of less than 1.5 cm along their laterals of 
50 m length, and concluded that a uniform head approach, 
represented by a constant head boundary condition in their 
model, is therefore close enough to reality.

It should be noted that measuring the actual head distribu-
tion along the length of an active lateral is far from trivial. 
It is usually done by moving a pressure sensor mounted 
onto a little cart against the turbulent flow. The sensor, 
however, measures the pressure exerted by the column of 
water above it, including the elevation head above a level 
of reference. Practical experience has shown that laterals 
are often not perfectly horizontal. Both upward and down-
ward facing laterals have been found, as well as bent ones. 
In inclined laterals, an uneven head distribution might thus 
just be an artefact of the variations in elevation head. Small 
head differences, such as the ones reported by Mohamed and 
Rushton (2006) and Božović et al. (2020), therefore need to 
be treated with caution.

Wang and Zhan (2017) introduced a Mixed-Type Bound-
ary Condition (MTBC), which tried to address the issues of 
both uniform flow and uniform head boundary conditions. 
Chen et al. (2003) proposed to assign an equivalent hydrau-
lic conductivity to the lateral, which can be made dependent 
on the Reynolds number or, in other words, the degree of 
turbulence. In their numerical model, they actually produced 
an inflow distribution that is the reverse of the ones shown in 
Figs. 10 and 11a, with the highest specific influxes occurring 
at the caisson side. However, the lateral they considered was 
very long (116 m) and of extremely small diameter (0.05 m), 
which inevitably must produce very high in-lateral losses. 
While such small diameters are unrealistic, the case might 
show what happens when the inside of a lateral becomes 
clogged by incrustations or sand accumulation. The sandtank 

experiments by Kim et al. (2008) also produced a reverse 
inflow distribution. Again, the very small lateral diameters 
considered, 10, 20 and 30 mm, are the probable explana-
tion. The very long (300 m), thin (0.15 m diameter) and 
poorly designed well screen (0.48% open area) described 
by Rushton and Brassington (2013a, 2013b) also showed 
a stronger inflow close to the pump side. Field examples of 
such a reversed inflow pattern are rare. Figure 11c shows 
results from a RCW lateral installed in extremely coarse 
alpine gravels. The lateral has a relatively short net length, 
promoting turbulent losses although the lateral diameter is 
quite high at 283–299 mm. Here, most of the inflow occurs 
close to the caisson. Stack (1958) found a similar inflow dis-
tribution for an RCW in Hannover-Ricklingen (not shown), 
which he attributed to the very permeable sediment. The 
most probable explanation for the reversed inflow pattern is 
probably the presence of extremely coarse and highly perme-
able sediment, which imposes less piezometric head losses 
than the axial pipe flow losses inside the lateral.

Using a flow net analysis, Huisman (1972) concluded that 
with the general case of the aquifer material causing higher 
head losses than the pipe flow inside the lateral, the uneven 
flow pattern shown in Fig. 10 is inevitable. Only in aquifers 
of poor hydraulic conductivity will the inflow become more 
uniform (Birch et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2008). A more even 
inflow could be enforced by reducing the diameter of the 
laterals, at the expense of higher pipeline losses. Numerical 
and physical models by Chen et al. (2003) and Kim et al. 
(2008) confirm this. However, Huisman admits that finding 
the ideal combination between aquifer and lateral losses is 
next to impossible, due to natural heterogeneity and practi-
cal constraints of screen diameters available on the market. 
Huisman (1972) also mentions that an eventual clogging of 
the lateral tips will smoothen the inflow curve, as more water 
will be diverted away from the blocked tips. A gravel pack 
will have the same effect.

Collins and Houben (2020) compared the effects of three 
different boundary conditions for lateral inflow on the flow 
field in a numerical model. They compared uniform inflow, 
uniform head and a chain of point sources. For the first, the 
extraction rate was distributed evenly over a number of point 
sinks along the lateral; for the third, the distribution was 
uneven and based on a flowmeter profile shown in Fig. 10a 
(lateral 10). For the uniform head, the extraction was simu-
lated by placing a single pumping cell at the caisson and 
treating the laterals as discrete features. Turbulent in-lateral 
losses were not considered. The equipotentials shown in 
Fig. 12 demonstrate that all boundary conditions result in 
different drawdown patterns but basically only between the 
laterals and up to a distance of roughly 1.3 times the lateral 
length. Farther outside, the effect of the different boundary 
conditions becomes negligible. Even between the laterals, 
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the difference between the most unrealistic (Fig. 12a) and the 
most realistic (Fig. 12c) boundary conditions is not dramatic.

Finally, an explicit treatment of pipe flow in the lateral is 
possible using the Navier-Stokes equation (Hayati-Jafarbeigi 
et al. 2020). This approach is more realistic than the previ-
ously discussed boundary conditions, but is computationally 
more demanding.

Localized velocity peaks at the tip can be important, 
because high flow velocities can induce non-linear laminar 
losses, promote the growth of incrustations and the mobili-
zation of fines from the aquifer (Houben 2006; Houben and 
Treskatis 2007; Houben and Weihe 2010; Houben 2015a).

Contribution of individual laterals to total yield

The contribution of individual laterals to the total yield of 
RCWs was investigated by D’Alessio et al. (2018), on the 
same RCWs mentioned above. In an RCW with ten laterals, 
the most productive ones contributed around 20% of the total 
yield and the least productive ones around 5%. They found 
that the contribution is a function of the lateral length but is 
also positively affected by the orientation towards infiltrat-
ing surface water bodies. A numerical model study by Park 
et al. (2015) came to even more pronounced differences. In 
a star-shaped RCW with eight laterals, of which three were 
facing the river, the latter produced 83% of the total yield. 
The hydrochemical quality of water from different laterals, 
despite all tapping the same depth, can vary significantly, 
(e.g. Hünerberg 1959; Bietmann (2009).

Special problems of bank filtration sites

The common use of RCWs for bank filtration poses some 
special issues. In many cases, the laterals extend to under-
neath the river bed (Figs. 2 and 8). The subsurface resi-
dence time going from the river bed to the lateral has to 
be long enough to safeguard the filtration of particles and 

microorganisms, the decay of organic substances and the 
adsorption of metals and pesticides, a condition which, how-
ever, is not always met (e.g. Gidley 1952; Verstraeten et al. 
1999). Most of the mechanical filtration occurs not in the 
aquifer but the river bed. Natural sedimentation and filtration 
induced by the RCWs can thus lead to the clogging of the 
river bed by silt and clay particles and biomass, which may 
increase over time (Hubbs 2006). Despite its minute thick-
ness, the low permeability of the stream bed layer can have 
a substantial influence on the efficiency of a bank filtration 
system. It is therefore explicitly considered in many of the 
models discussed below. Huang et al. (2012) found that the 
steady-state infiltration from the river is a function of the 
ratio of streambed and aquifer permeability.

One might think that after several years or decades of 
operation, all bank filtration sites should become inoperable 
due to successive growth of the clogging layer. However, this 
problem is mostly overcome naturally through floods which 
break up the clogging layer and wash it away. In Warsaw, 
Poland, small boats are sometimes used to stir up the bottom 
sediment during periods of low water levels around a RCW 
situated in the river Vistula.

Transient pumping phases

The pumping tests of HWs can have several stages which 
show up as individual segments in the drawdown curve. Sev-
eral authors have developed equations for each particular 
phase (e.g. Hantush and Papadopulos 1962; Odeh and Babu 
1990; Kawecki 2000) and care must be taken to select the 
appropriate one. Hantush and Papadopoulos (1962) devel-
oped solutions for short and long times of pumpage. Odeh 
and Babu (1990) distinguish four phases: early radial flow, 
early linear flow, late pseudo-radial and finally late linear 
(Fig. 13). In the early radial phase, water is released from 
aquifer storage close to the lateral and the water table is 
not yet affected. In the early linear phase, the upper and 

Fig. 12  Drawdown around a RCW with four laterals considering three boundary conditions: (a) uniform flux, (b) uniform head, (c) non-uniform 
flow. Based on numerical models by Collins and Houben (2020). Caisson in the lower left corner; laterals are thick black lines. ©BGS
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lower boundary conditions start influencing the flow pattern 
towards the lateral but flow parallel to the lateral remains 
insignificant. In the late pseudo-radial phase, the dimensions 
of the area affected by pumping become much larger than 
the length of the laterals and the drawdown field outside the 
laterals shows a pattern similar to that caused by a vertical 
well. In the late linear phase, drawdown has reached the 
boundary conditions and flow becomes basically steady-
state. Depending on the circumstances some phases may 
not be distinguishable. According to Odeh and Babu (1990) 
the first phase might be too short to be noticeable and the 
second might not show up if the length of the laterals is 
significantly greater than the aquifer thickness. According 
to Kawecki (2000), the early linear phase might not develop 
if water from beyond the lateral tips enters the well before 
drawdown reaches the boundary conditions. Under particu-
larly adverse boundary conditions, none of the phases might 
develop properly, rendering the pumping test not analyzable 
(Odeh and Babu 1990).

The spatially limited influence of the laterals and the 
transient pumping phase have some implications on pump-
ing tests for HWs and RCWs. The drawdown field around 
an HW becomes equivalent to that of a vertical well at a 
relatively short distance away from the tip of the lateral. 
If the observations wells are located outside the perimeter 
influenced by the laterals and the pumping has reached the 
pseudo-radial phase, the classical transient pumping test 
methods by Theis and Cooper-Jacob for vertical wells may 
be used without overly compromising accuracy. The well 
radius has to be replaced by an ersatzradius as described 
below.

Design criteria

Aquifer conditions and well yield

The first design criteria for a horizontal well are of course 
the thickness and the depth of the aquifer. Thin aquifers are 
actually a positive criterion for RCW, as the smaller and 
more evenly distributed drawdown limits aquifer dewatering 
(Steward and Jin 2003). In deep aquifers, the construction 
of a caisson or a HDDW becomes prohibitively expensive. 
Aquifers with cemented parts, clay lenses and large boul-
ders are to be avoided, as laterals tend to get stuck by these 
obstacles.

Fig. 13  Transient phases of pumping from a horizontal well screen in 
a confined aquifer: (a) early radial flow, (b) early linear flow, (c) late 
pseudo-radial flow (redrawn and modified after Kawecki 2000). The 
image for the fourth, late linear phase, will look the same as for the 
pseudo-radial phase. Left images = cross-sectional view, right = plan 
view. Grey bars indicate impermeable layers, inflow from left and 
right. In an unconfined aquifer, the upper boundary is the water table

▸
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The yield of a horizontal well will usually be greater than 
that of a vertical well. Offerhaus (1961) compared both by 
investigating options that lead to the same drawdown for 
both. He considered a RCW with eight laterals of 30 m length 
each, all located at a height of 30% of the aquifer thickness 
above its bottom. He obtained its yield using the empirical 
equation by Falcke (1962). The vertical wells had a drilling 
diameter of 0.5 m and the maximum permissible drawdown 
was determined after Sichardt (1928, details see following 
section). Figure 14 shows on the horizontal axis the yield of a 
RCW divided by that of a vertical well at the same drawdown. 
The horizontal axis can tentatively also be used to estimate 
how many vertical wells a RCW may replace. Varying the 
saturated aquifer thickness (vertical axis in Fig. 14) and the 
hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer, Offerhaus (1961) found 
the ratio of horizontal to vertical well capacity is greatest for 
relatively thin aquifers with low hydraulic conductivity. Using 
their analytical model, Beljin and Losonsky (1992) arrived 
at the same conclusion. In such environments, vertical wells 
fail to produce much water or lead to excessive drawdown. 
Only in very thick and highly permeable aquifers will vertical 
wells have well capacities close to those of horizontal wells. 
Under such conditions, only a few vertical wells are needed 
to replace a RCW and the cost-benefit analysis will favor the 
vertical wells (details see economic appraisal in the ESM).

Head losses and entrance velocity

As with vertical wells, one of the most important design 
criteria is minimizing the head losses, thus ensuring an 
energy-efficient operation. In horizontal wells they can occur 

in the (a) aquifer, (b) skin layer (if present), (c) gravel pack 
or developed zone, (d) screen, (e) interior of lateral, (f) blind 
casing (before shaft entrance), (g) inlet to the caisson, (h) the 
caisson, and finally, (i) riser pipes and pump.

The aquifer losses are, of course, a natural precondition. Only 
the area immediately around the lateral is affected by drilling-
related processes that affect its hydraulic conductivity (Renard 
and Dupuy 1991). Since laterals are often driven and not drilled, 
the aquifer material suffers from compaction. On the other hand, 
material removed during insertion and later development, espe-
cially fine-grained material, leads to an improvement of conduc-
tivity. The deposition of fines mobilized from the aquifer and 
from drilling fluid additives (e.g. bentonite, polymer) can lead to 
the occurrence of a positive skin layer around the lateral, which 
has a hydraulic conductivity significantly lower than that of the 
aquifer material (Houben et al. 2016). It is less probable than 
for most vertical wells because the laterals are usually inserted 
without the use of drilling fluid additives (exception: HDDW). 
Due to the commonly lower flow rate per unit of length of screen 
in horizontal wells, the effect of such a skin layer should be 
less pronounced than for vertical wells. A negative skin layer 
(hydraulic conductivity higher than aquifer) occurs when the 
removal of fines during the insertion of the lateral or a later 
development was effective. Several of the models described 
below allow the effects of a skin layer to be addressed (Odeh and 
Babu 1990; Beljin and Losonsky 1992; Park and Zhan 2002). 
In several models the skin factor is used – or, maybe better, 
abused – to include effects that are not related to the deposition 
or removal of fines at the wellbore but are difficult to quantify. 
These can include non-Darcy losses and wellbore damage (Hay-
ati-Jafarbeigi et al. 2020). If used in this wider sense, it should 
be referred to as pseudo-skin factor.

Head losses in the gravel pack should be very small, 
considering its high hydraulic conductivity and small 
thickness (Houben 2015b). Similar to vertical wells, the 
losses caused by the well screen slots are probably negli-
gible (Barker and Herbert 1992a, 1992b; Chen et al. 2003; 
Houben 2015b). Turbulent losses within long laterals with 
high pumping rates and small diameters, however, can be 
significant (Bakker et al. 2005). They can be calculated 
using the Darcy-Weisbach equation (Weisbach 1845) or 
similar equations, taking into account the friction of the 
pipe surface through the surface roughness (Chen et al. 
2003; Bakker et al. 2005; Lee et al. 2010; Houben 2015a). 
Here, of course, the diameter of the lateral plays a major 
role and a small increase in diameter significantly reduces 
in-lateral losses. The short blind casing before the shaft 
entrance can be treated in a similar fashion. Finally, the 
head losses caused by the outflow from the lateral into 
the caisson have to be considered (Bakker et al. 2005).

As with vertical wells, the entrance velocity, that is the 
velocity of groundwater entering the screen, is often used 
as a design criterion for HWs. Huisman (1972) therefore 

Fig. 14  Yield of a RCW (QRCW ) relative to that of a vertical well 
(Qmax,VW) at same drawdown, as a function of saturated aquifer thick-
ness and for different hydraulic aquifer conductivities (redrawn and 
modified after Offerhaus (1961)
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divides the total flow rate by the total surface area of 
the laterals; the latter is simply the product of the cir-
cumference and length of all laterals. This approach does 
not, however, consider an unevenly distributed inflow. 
The resulting velocity should be lower than described by 
the empirical and dimensionally inconsistent criterion 
defined by Sichardt (1928).

with

Q  pumping rate, well discharge  (L3/T)
vcrit  critical or maximum permissible (average) entrance 

velocity (L/T)
rl  radius of lateral (L)
n  number of laterals
Ll   length of laterals (L)
Lbc  length of blind casing (L)
K  hydraulic conductivity of aquifer (L/T)
C  empirical constant (values of 15, 30 and 60 common)

A further design criterion proposed by Huisman (1972) 
is the maximum permissible flow velocity inside the lat-
erals, intended to limit turbulent losses. For the sake of 
simplicity it is calculated at a location immediately before 
the entrance into the caisson, usually a short blind casing. 
He recommends values not exceeding 0.75 to 1.0 m/s. 
While DVGW (2008) recommends 0.7 m/s, Kim et al. 
(2008, 2012) arrived at a value of 1.0 m/s. These values 
are significantly smaller than the recommended upflow 
velocity in vertical wells of 1.5  m/s (Houben 2015a, 
2015b). The reason behind this is the commonly much 
smaller diameter of the laterals of HWs. The diameter has 
a decisive influence on turbulent pipeline losses (Weis-
bach 1845).

with

vcrit  maximum permissible flow velocity in lateral at entry 
to caisson (L/T)

Lateral geometry

The ideal height of the laterals above the aquifer base is a 
contested issue. In unconfined aquifers, placing them too 
high might incur the risk of running dry, if the drawdown 
becomes too high. The minimum remaining water column 
above the lateral during pumping should not be less than 
1 m. This avoids the intake of air which can disrupt pump 

(2)vcrit =
Q

n ⋅ 2 ⋅ 𝜋 ⋅ rl ⋅
�

Ll − Lbc
� <

√

K∕C

(3)vcrit =
Q

n ⋅ 𝜋 ⋅ r2
l

< 0.75 to 1

operation and cause massive iron oxide clogging (Houben 
2003). Placing them too low, at the aquifer base, might lead 
to unwanted hydraulic interferences with the basal aquitard. 
Low placement also incurs the danger of striking the aqui-
tard while driving in the laterals, if the aquitard top is not 
perfectly horizontal or the string deviates. This can lead to 
the string getting stuck or to later intake of fines from the 
aquitard during production. Based on his sandtank experi-
ments for homogeneous isotropic aquifers, Falcke (1962) 
obtained an optimum height of hl-opt = 0.46 of the saturated 
thickness, that is roughly in the middle. DVGW (2008) rec-
ommend a height right between the water table at maximum 
drawdown and the basal aquitard. The minimum distance to 
the latter should at least be 1 m. Based on an analytical ele-
ment model (AEM) and practical experience, Moore et al. 
(2011) generally support placing the laterals in the middle of 
the aquifer to avoid interferences from the upper and lower 
limits. However, they found that a higher lateral position 
slightly increases the total well yield. A contrasting view is 
formulated by Birch et al. (2007), who recommend, based 
on numerical modeling of a bank filtration site, placing the 
laterals as deep as possible in the aquifer, within 0.5 to 2.5 m 
above the basal aquitard.

The lateral length is one of the most important parameters, 
both from a cost and a hydraulic perspective. The yield of a 
lateral generally grows with its length. This is truer for sev-
eral laterals, as their interference becomes smaller at increas-
ing distances from the caisson. At some point the gains of 
longer laterals are diminished disproportionally by the 
increasing turbulent losses in the lateral, which themselves 
strongly depend on the diameter. Several authors point out 
that for each well an optimum lateral length exists, beyond 
which the flow rate increases very little (Falcke 1962; Dik-
ken 1990; Birch et al. 2007; Kim et al. 2008). For a field-
scale model with a lateral of 0.3 m diameter, Bakker et al. 
(2005) computed the additional discharge caused by extend-
ing the lateral. They found that an extension always resulted 
in an increase of the total discharge. However, for a lateral 
length beyond 170 m, the relative increase in discharge of 
an additional 20 m lateral decreased. Many RCWs have 
smaller diameters than the 300 mm used by Bakker et al. 
(2005), so in those cases the maximum useful length would 
be much shorter. This is confirmed by a numerical model 
study by Birch et al. (2007), who found optimum lengths of 
75, 125 and 250–300 m for lateral diameters of 100, 200 and 
300 mm, respectively, in an aquifer of good hydraulic con-
ductivity (K = 1 ×  10−3 m/s). In aquifers of poor conductivity 
(K = 1 ×  10−6 m/s) the optimum length exceeds 500 m for all 
three diameters, since the (negative) influence of the aquifer 
losses overrides the lateral losses. It should be noted, that 
actual lateral lengths for groundwater applications (Fig. S5 
of the ESM) rarely reach the optimum lengths discussed here, 
so this more a theoretical discussion. Results by Mohamed 
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and Rushton (2006) and Rushton and Brassington (2013a, 
2013b) showed that doubling the length from 150 to 300 m 
for a lateral of 0.15 m diameter increased head losses dispro-
portionally from 0.24 to 0.62 m. There is, however, one point 
in favor of longer screen lengths. They will distribute draw-
down over a larger area and minimize maximum drawdown 
(e.g. Lee et al. 2010). In very shallow aquifers, this can help 
prevent the well running dry, e.g. during drought conditions 
(Rushton and Brassington 2013a, 2013b).

The influence of the number and spatial arrangement 
of RCW laterals was investigated by Moore et al. (2011), 
Huang et al. (2012) and Park et al. (2015). It should be noted 
that these three studies considered bank filtration scenarios 
only. Moore et al. (2011) studied twelve variations of five 
different lateral arrangements (Fig. 2), one star-shaped set-
up, five fans, one deadman, four pecten and one mousetrap. 
They found that a six-arm fan and five and six-arm pecten-
shaped lateral arrangements facing the river provide the 
highest total and yields. The mousetrap arrangement yielded 
the worst performance.

Huang et al. (2012) found that a fan-shaped arrangement 
with the laterals directed towards the river produces a lower 
drawdown than the star-shaped and deadman-style arrange-
ments as well as fan-shaped arrangements with laterals fac-
ing away from the river. This confirms the results by Moore 
et al. (2011).

Using numerical models, Lee et al. (2010) and Park et al. 
(2015) studied different fan-shaped lateral arrangements of 
the type shown in Fig. 2 of a RCW located near a river. 
They found that increasing the number of laterals increases 
the well yield, here expressed as total well yield, but the 
gain is very minor above five laterals (Fig. 15), probably a 
reflection of the interferences between them. The specific 
intake rate per meter of lateral decreases almost linearly with 
the number of laterals due to their interference (Fig. 15). 
Considering that additional laterals significantly increase 
the cost of the RCW, a number of five laterals facing the 
river is probably the optimum, at least under the conditions 
studied by Park et al. (2015). Both Lee et al. (2010) and Park 
et al. (2015) investigated the effect of the angle between 
individual laterals facing an infiltrating boundary condi-
tions. Lee et al. (2010) found that a decreasing angle (laterals 
more closely spaced) increases the total drawdown due to the 
increased hydraulic interference between them but that the 
overall effect is small. For three laterals, Park et al. (2015) 
came to a similar conclusion. They found that an angle of 
45° yielded the best specific intake rates, although the dif-
ference to an angle of 22.5°, equivalent to 16 laterals in a 
star-shaped RCW, was small. Angles below 22.5° are usually 
not feasible due to constructional restrictions, as they would 
endanger the caisson stability (Spiridonoff 1964).

The infiltration rate from the river is a function of the 
ratio of streambed and aquifer permeability (Huang et al. 

2012). The percentage of river-borne water in the pumped 
water is an important piece of information (e.g. Lee et al. 
2010). For smaller rivers, the stream depletion caused by 
bank filtration can negatively affect baseflow and endanger 
its ecology. Since river water and groundwater often differ 
in hydrochemistry, e.g. in hardness or anthropogenic pollu-
tion, it is important to know their respective percentages in 
the bulk water to properly set up the water treatment plant.

Modelling groundwater flow to horizontal 
wells

Introduction

Practically all modeling techniques available in groundwater 
hydrology have been applied on horizontal wells. Electro-
analog models, which are only of historical interest, are dis-
cussed in the ESM.

Problems in modeling HW arise from several issues. The 
first is the problem of scale: while the laterals are very thin, 
often in the range of 0.1 to 0.3 m, the laterals can be up 
to 100 m long and the affected aquifer can be kilometers 
wide. Secondly, HWs are always partially penetrating wells 
(Hantush and Papadopulos 1962), which prevents the use of 
simplifying geometries such as radial symmetry, which can 
be used for vertical wells. Especially the tip(s) of the lateral 
pose a problem, since flow around them is three-dimensional 
or axisymmetric. In this sense, they are a kind of singular-
ity of a line sink in the flow field. The inflow distribution 
over the length of a lateral is also difficult to address and 
several approaches have been developed (see section ‘Gen-
eral observations on the hydraulics of horizontal screens’). 
Since most HWs, especially RCWs, have several laterals, 

Fig. 15  Influence of the number of laterals on total yield and spe-
cific yield per meter of lateral length for a fan-shaped RCW facing an 
infiltrating boundary condition (after data from a numerical model by 
Park et al. 2015)
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sometimes even at different height levels, their 3D interfer-
ence needs to be considered. In combination, these problems 
make the mathematical treatment of HWs much more com-
plicated than that of vertical wells.

Many models presented in the following calculate draw-
down around one single lateral. For a RCW with several 
laterals, the total drawdown field in a confined aquifer can be 
obtained by superimposing the drawdown fields of the indi-
vidual laterals, of course, taking into account their different 
angles and lengths (and boundary conditions of the natural 
flow field). This sounds tedious but can be solved with the 
help of spreadsheet calculators or computational software.

It should be noted that in almost all of the mathematical 
models described in the following, a lateral is not repre-
sented as a line sink in the strict sense. As described above, 
it is simulated by a chain of a finite number of point sinks, 
for which individual drawdowns can be computed and then 
superimposed (e.g. Polubarinova-Kochina 1955; Wilden-
hahn 1972; Tarshish 1992; Schafer 2006). Image wells can 
be used to address the effects of impermeable boundaries. 
If all sinks have the same strength, a uniform inflow results. 
Non-uniform flow can be emulated by introducing sinks of 
varying strengths, for which linear and polynomial relation-
ships have been used, which vary the sink strength as a func-
tion of distance along the lateral (Steward and Jin 2001). The 
problem of the very high inflow rate at the lateral tips can 
be addressed by assigning a powerful mathematical function 
to these singularities, e.g. a square function (Haitjema and 
Kraemer 1988).

Physical sand tank models

Physical models of RCWs were done by Falcke (1962), 
Nemecek (1961), Kotowski (1982, 1983, 1985, 1988), 
Chen et al. (2003), Birch et al. (2007), Kim et al. (2008) and 
Müller et al. (2009). Often, these experiments studied only 
one lateral. The most comprehensive study is probably the 
one by Falcke (1952) who performed dozens of experimen-
tal variations (for details see ESM). Unlike most analyti-
cal models, which assume uniform influx over the length 
of the lateral, Falcke (1952) realized that most inflow and 
thus the highest velocities occur at the tip of the lateral. He 
attributed this to the fact that losses in the aquifer are higher 
than those in the pipes. The relative importance of losses 
in the lateral and the aquifer can be quantified by assess-
ing the ratio of the two friction factors, which in the case 
of the aquifer is the hydraulic conductivity. Lateral inflow 
becomes more uniform with increasing aquifer flow veloc-
ity, decreasing number of laterals, decreasing diameter and 
increasing lateral length. The non-uniform flow was found 
to be more pronounced when the lateral is surrounded by a 
zone of higher hydraulic conductivity (e.g. desanded zone, 
gravel pack). More flowlines then converge towards the 

lateral tip. However, more of the water entering at the tip 
then flows through the desanded zone in the direction to 
the shaft, before entering the screen, making screen inflow 
more even. He also found that the yield of an individually 
operated lateral is significantly higher than that of the same 
lateral when operating together with neighboring laterals. 
A better yield can also be obtained by placing the lateral at 
46% of the aquifer thickness (above bottom). This is, how-
ever, not possible in thin aquifers when high drawdowns in 
the aquifer are expected. In his experiments, Falcke (1962) 
found that the relationship between drawdown and pump-
ing rate (yield) is linear up to a drawdown (at the shaft) of 
40% of the initial saturated thickness. At higher drawdowns, 
non-Darcian losses start to occur in the aquifer and turbulent 
losses in the laterals increase. He also investigated the influ-
ence of variations of lateral number, length and diameter 
on the well yield. Yield initially increases with increasing 
lateral length but finds a limit due to increasing losses in the 
lateral itself. The yield is more sensitive to the number of 
laterals. A higher yield can thus be obtained more easily by 
increasing the number of laterals rather than by increasing 
the lateral length. The influence of the lateral diameter is 
rather weak. Doubling it leads to only a 30% higher yield. 
This is explained by a more even inflow with lower diam-
eters, leading to lower losses.

Kotowski (1982, 1985) used a 1:25 scale model of an 
unconfined aquifer, which encompassed a quarter of a cyl-
inder of 4 m radius and 1 to 3 laterals. Otherwise, the set-up 
was similar to that of Falcke (1962). Buried pressure sensors 
were used to measure the piezometric head distribution. In 
all of his set-ups, the yield-drawdown relationship was prac-
tically linear, indicating the absence of non-Darcian losses. 
Similar to Falcke (1962) he found that lateral inflow is not 
uniform and is influenced by the ratio of the hydraulic resist-
ances of aquifer and lateral. Again, higher inflow peaks were 
found at the tip of the lateral, especially in longer laterals. 
Contrary to Falcke (1962), he found that longer laterals are 
more likely to result in a higher yield than a higher number 
of laterals. This discrepancy can probably be attributed to 
the different maximum number of laterals considered, seven 
by Falcke (1962) and twelve by Kotowski (1985). With an 
increasing number of laterals, their hydraulic interferences 
become more pronounced. Both authors agree, however, that 
the cumulative length of all laterals is the decisive param-
eter. In a second physical model series, Kotowski (1983, 
1988) simulated a horizontal well where the aquifer is over-
lain by an open water body, e.g. a river or infiltration basin. 
This also allowed studying the impact of a colmation layer at 
the river bed. With increasing degree of colmation, the flow 
to the laterals becomes more uniform, a feature predicted by 
the model by Kacimov and Obnosov (2008).

Both Falcke (1962) and Kotowski (1982, 1983, 1985, 
1988) transferred their model findings to the field scale 
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through empirical equations, which are only of historical 
interest and thus presented in the ESM.

Chen et al. (2003) used a very large sand tank of 4.5 m 
length and especially studied the influence of in-lateral head 
losses and the distribution of Reynolds’ numbers there. Simi-
larly, the physical model by Kim et al. (2008) investigated the 
influence of lateral length and diameter and the contrast in 
hydraulic conductivity between aquifer and lateral. The prob-
ably largest physical model of horizontal wells was done at 
the Technical University of Freiberg, Germany, to study their 
application in the dewatering of lignite mines (Struzina and 
Drebenstedt 2008b; Müller et al. 2009). They used a concrete 
basin of 6 m × 6 m × 2.5 m and studied different types and 
arrangements of screens, including slant wells. They found 
that the dewatering efficiency increases as an almost linear 
function of the lateral length. On the other hand, efficiency 
decreases linearly with decreasing water head above the lat-
eral. Inclined screens showed a slightly better efficiency than 
vertical ones and the effect becomes more pronounced with 
increasing inclination. The presence of a gravel pack aids in 
better dewatering. They also tried a combination of a hori-
zontal drain with a vertical well, the latter right above the 
former (Struzina and Drebenstedt 2008b; Müller et al. 2009). 
The expected gain in efficiency due to the vertical screen 
acting as some kind of pre-collector could not be verified, in 
fact the efficiency decreased slightly.

Stoeckl and Houben (2012) compared the influence of 
pumping from vertical and horizontal screens on the fresh-
water-saltwater interface in a sand tank model. They found 
that the more evenly distributed drawdown of the horizontal 
screen leads to less upconing of saltwater.

Ersatzradius method

The effect of the individual laterals on the flow field becomes 
smaller with increasing distance from the well and at some 
point the effects are the same as if the RCW was one verti-
cal well of large diameter. Huisman (1972) postulated that 
the difference becomes negligible at a distance of 1.5 lat-
eral lengths. The numerical models by Collins and Houben 
(2020), which compared the effects of different boundary 
conditions for lateral inflow, show actually a factor of only 
1.3, which is already sufficient. Some of the first mathe-
matical approaches thus tried to substitute the horizontal 
well with an equivalent vertical well, for which analytical 
solutions already existed. Therefore, a so-called “ersatzra-
dius” (analog or equivalent well radius, ersatz = German for 
replacement) was defined to replace the well radius of the 
horizontal well by an equivalent, fully penetrating vertical 
well. The drawdown around the horizontal well in a confined 
aquifer at steady-state is then given by the Dupuit-Thiem 
equation (Thiem 1870), assuming horizontal, radially sym-
metric flow in an isotropic island aquifer.

with

Q  pumping rate, well discharge  (L3/T)
r0  radius of cone of depression = radial distance from well 

center to location where drawdown is zero (L)
rw  radius of (analog) well (L)

and

with

Fe  correction factor for ersatzradius (L)
Ll  (average) length of laterals (L)

The radius of the ersatz well is always smaller than the 
length of the lateral of the HW (Fe < 1). Forchheimer (1886) 
proposed that a horizontal drainage of a length fD can be con-
sidered equivalent to a vertical well with a diameter of half 
the length of the drainage. Solving Eq. 1 for rw and using 
some standard parameters, Huisman (1972) arrived at the con-
clusion that the correction factor should range between 1/6 
and 1/3 of the lateral length, measured from the center of the 
caisson. However, based on experimental and field evidence, 
several authors proposed correction factors greater than 0.6, 
which are now commonly used. Nöring (1953) arrived at

with

nl  number of laterals (−)
Ll  length of lateral [L]

Mikels and Klaer (1956) used correction factors Fe rang-
ing from 0.75 to 0.80, while Hantush and Papadopulos 
1962proposed 0.75. McWhorter and Sunada (1977) sug-
gested a value of 0.61. While these models only consider 
the lateral length, the model by Wiederhold (1966a, 1966b) 
considers also the blind casing part of the lateral and the 
caisson radius.

with

Lbc  length of blind casing on lateral (L)
rc  radius of caisson (L)

(4)saq =
Q

2 ⋅ � ⋅ Kaq ⋅ B
⋅ ln

(

r
0

rw

)

(5)rw = Fe ⋅ Ll

(6)rw = 0.66 ⋅

∑

Ll

nl

(7)rw = 0.84 ⋅

∑
�

Lf + Lbc
�

nl
+ rc
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Collins and Houben (2020) obtained an ersatzradius model, 
which was trained to emulate the analytical model by Hantush 
and Papadopulos (1962). It produces a better fit than the previ-
ously mentioned ersatzradius methods, especially close to the 
laterals, at distances as low as 0.75 Ll (Fig. 16).

Figure 16 compares several ersatzradius models for a typical 
radial collector well with 12 laterals, a caisson of radius 2 m, 
and a lateral length of 35 m. The fit of the ersatzradius model 
is dependent on the ratio of the caisson radius/cased length of 
laterals to the filtered length of laterals, as shown by Collins 
and Houben (2020). The coefficients suggested in the literature 
of 0.61–0.8, discussed above, would require a very large cais-
son and relatively short laterals to provide a good fit or, alter-
natively, several meters of blind casing on the laterals that is 
not included in the calculation. Two more, less frequently used 
methods to calculate the ersatzradius are presented in the ESM.

Although the ersatzradius approach is a simplifying 
approximation, several authors found that the difference 
between the drawdown field for a horizontal well and that of 
a vertical well is small for locations far away from the well 
(Hantush and Papadopulos 1962; Huang et al. 2012; Collins 
and Houben 2020). Such analog models are thus sufficient 
for studying the general impact of HW on the aquifer flow 
field but not for the immediate vicinity of the well, especially 
not between the laterals.

(8)Fe = 1.327 ⋅

(

rc + Lbc
)

Lf
+ 0.38

The ersatzradius approach can also be used for transient 
conditions, using the Theis (1935) approach for the ersatz 
vertical well. For a RCW with at least two laterals, Hantush 
(1964) found that at a distance of r > 5 (rc + Ll), drawdown 
can be described using the Theis model without correction. 
Collins and Houben (2020) compared the Theis model to 
field data from two RCWs and found that it yielded a reason-
able fit already at a distance of only 0.5Ll. At the tip of the 
laterals, the much more complex Hantush and Papadopulos 
(1962) approach provided no advantage over the Theis verti-
cal well model.

While all ersatzradius models make use of the similarity 
between the drawdown fields of a vertical and a horizontal 
well at some distance from the laterals, it should be taken 
into account that this similarity only develops later during 
a pumping test, in the pseudo-radial phase (Kawecki 2000). 
The ersatzradius therefore cannot be applied for pumping 
tests of short duration, where this stage has not been reached 
yet.

The ersatzradius method works best when the extraction 
is distributed evenly over the circumference of the RCW. 
This does not apply to RCW with a non-uniform spatial ori-
entation of the laterals, e.g. more facing in one direction, as 
common in bank filtration, or with laterals of significantly 
different lengths. In this case, more advanced modeling tools 
may be required.

Fig. 16  Comparison of several 
ersatzradius methods and vary-
ing correction factors, and the 
analytical model by Hantush 
and Papadopulos (1962). 
Calculated for a radial collector 
well with 12 laterals, a caisson 
of radius 2 m and a lateral 
length of 33 m. Black line on x 
axis indicates the length of the 
lateral
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Analytical and semi‑analytical models

Probably the oldest models to describe groundwater flow to 
a horizontal drain were developed by Adolf Thiem (Thiem 
1870) and Philipp Forchheimer (Forchheimer 1886). The 
most frequently cited analytical model is that of Hantush 
and Papadopoulos (1962). Details on these models and fur-
ther models by Polubarinova-Kochina (1955), Ferris (1962), 
Borisov et al. (1964), Schneebeli (1966), Gringarten et al. 
(1974), Odeh and Babu (1990), Beljin and Losonsky (1992) 
and Williams (2013) are discussed in the ESM. Discussing 
all analytical and semi-analytical (using Laplace transforms) 
models for 3D flow towards horizontal wells would over-
stretch the scope of this study and therefore some will only 
be referenced here, e.g. Wildenhahn (1972), Rückert (1977), 
Daviau et al. (1988), Strack (1989), Kawecki (2000), Park 
and Zhan (2003), Steward and Jin (2003), Kawecki and Al-
Subaikhy (2005), Anderson (2013), Morozov (2018) (see 
also brief review in Huang et al. 2012). Zhan et al. (2001) 
were the first to directly solve the problem of flow to a hori-
zontal well in an anisotropic, confined aquifer. Zhan and 
Zlotnik (2002), Zhan and Park (2003) and Park and Zhan 
(2002) derived semi-analytical solutions for 3D flow towards 
horizontal wells in unconfined and leaky aquifers. Zhan and 
Zlotnik (2002) developed a solution for unconfined aquifers 
that accounted for the effect of instantaneous drainage or 
delayed yield when the free surface declines. Park and Zhan 
(2002) developed a semi-analytical drawdown solution con-
sidering the effects of a finite diameter, the wellbore stor-
age and a skin zone around a horizontal well in anisotropic 
leaky aquifers. They found that those effects cause signifi-
cant change in drawdown at an early pumping period. Zhan 
and Park (2003) provided a general semi-analytical solution 
for pumping-induced drawdown in a confined aquifer, an 
unconfined aquifer on a leaky bottom and a leaky aquifer. 
More recently, Huang et al. (2011, 2012, 2016) published 
analytical models that consider a horizontal well close to 
a river, rather than in an infinite aquifer, and Blumenthal 
and Zhan (2016) derived a rapidly computed analytical solu-
tion for drawdown caused by a partially or fully penetrating 
directional wellbore (vertical, horizontal, or slant) via the 
Green’s function method. For a range of commonly used 
analytical and semi-analytical models, Table S1 of the ESM 
summarizes the applicability in terms of aquifer type, con-
sidered parameters and boundary conditions. Figure S7 of 
the ESM compares several models to Hantush and Papa-
dopulos (1962).

Analytical element models

Analytical elements models (AEM) of RCW have been 
published by Steward (1999), Luther and Haitjema (1999), 
Steward and Jin (2001), Bakker et al. (2005), Patel et al. 

(2010), Moore et al. (2011) and Ameli and Craig (2018). 
The AEM is based on the superposition of analytic solu-
tions (e.g., Strack 2003). Each analytic solution represents 
a feature in the aquifer and has at least one free parameter. 
The free parameters may be specified or computed from 
specified field conditions. For example, the Thiem solution 
for a fully penetrating well is an analytic element. The free 
parameter is the discharge of the well, which may either 
be specified or computed from, e.g., the head specified at 
the well. All unknown free parameters in a model must be 
computed simultaneously as, e.g., the discharge of one well 
may affect the head at another well or vice versa.

Two of the most useful analytic elements are wells, also 
referred to as point sinks, and line-sinks. A point-sink extracts 
water at a point while a line-sink extracts water along a line. The 
distribution of the extraction along a line-sink, referred to as the 
inflow, is commonly approximated by a polynomial. Line-sinks 
exist for two-dimensional flow, three-dimensional flow, and 
multi-layer flow. Line-sinks are ideally suited to simulate HWs 
or RCWs. Each well or arm may either be approximated by one 
line-sink where the distribution of the inflow is approximated by 
a polynomial of higher order, or by a string of connected short 
line-sinks where the inflow is uniform along each line-sink. The 
free parameters (the coefficients of the polynomial or the inflow 
along each line-sink of a string) are computed from the specified 
condition at a number of control points along each lateral. The 
specified condition can be any of the commonly applied condi-
tions, including specified inflow, specified head just outside the 
lateral, uniform head inside the lateral, or a varying head inside 
the lateral based on turbulent head losses.

In two-dimensional solutions, HWs are essentially 
simulated as fully penetrating ditches or galleries. Special 
line-sinks have been developed to simulate the high inflow 
rates near the end points of the laterals (Strack 1989) or 
to simulate the concentrated inflow using a polynomial of 
very high order (Janković and Barnes 1999). Steady two-
dimensional solutions of RCWs may be useful for regional 
studies, where the exact three-dimensional flow field near 
the collector well is not of interest. Specification of an 
effective entry resistance may yield reasonable approxi-
mations of the head in the well (following Haitjema et al. 
2010). Two-dimensional solutions were applied, e.g., to 
study the performance of different layouts of laterals (Patel 
et al. 2010; Moore et al. 2011).

In three-dimensional solutions, HWs are simulated 
with three-dimensional line-sinks that may have arbi-
trary orientation. Special three-dimensional line-sinks 
were developed to simulate the high inflow rates near 
the ends (Haitjema and Kraemer 1988). The horizontal 
top and bottom of the aquifer may be simulated with the 
method of images (Haitjema 1985), by placing an array 
of imaginary alternating sinks-sources whose action 
ensures impermeability of both the bedrock and caprock. 
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Polubarinova-Kochina (1977) presented a similar super-
position of point sinks and sources for the case of a physi-
cal point sink placed between a bedrock and equipoten-
tial plane modeling a ponded soil surface. A phreatic top 
boundary can be simulated with a modified version of the 
method of images (e.g., Luther and Haitjema 1999) or 
using series solutions (Ameli and Craig 2018; Iktisanov 
2020). Three-dimensional line-sinks were used to study 
the capture zone of horizontal wells (Steward 1999) and 
the existence of losing sections of horizontal wells (Stew-
ard and Jin 2001).

In practice, multi-layer analytic elements are the most 
versatile for the simulation of HWs and RCWs. Multi-layer 
line-sinks were developed for steady flow (Bakker and 
Strack 2003) and transient flow (Bakker 2013a). The aqui-
fer is divided into a number of layers, where the thickness 
of the layer at the depth of a lateral is equal to the diameter 
of the lateral; line-sinks that represent a lateral are placed 
in this layer. Each layer may have different aquifer proper-
ties, which are piecewise constant in each layer. Vertical 
flow between layers is simulated using a finite difference 
approximation. The Dupuit-Forchheimer approximation 
is applied in each layer, so that three-dimensional path-
lines may be simulated (following Strack 1984); the three-
dimensional plot of Fig. 9 was created using this technique. 
Slanted laterals may be simulated by discretizing the aquifer 
in many thin layers and by approximating the angle well by 
a sequence of horizontal line-sinks in a stepwise manner.

Multi-layer analytic element solutions for steady flow 
to radial collector wells are compared to a three-dimen-
sional analytic element solution in Bakker et al. (2005), 
which shows that the multi-layer solution is a very accurate 
approximation of the three-dimensional solution, even for 
unconfined conditions, as the drawdown of the water table 
is commonly small for horizontal wells or collector wells. A 
multi-layer analytic element solution for transient flow to a 
horizontal well in an unconfined aquifer is compared to the 
semi-analytic solution of Zhan and Zlotnik (2002) in Bak-
ker (2013b); a close match between the two solutions was 
obtained using only 12 layers.

Numerical modeling

Compared to the analytical models presented above, numeri-
cal models are more flexible with regard to the geometries 
of the HW and the types and locations of boundary condi-
tions that can be treated. All types of grid discretization have 
been used for numerical modeling of RCW, finite difference 
(Eberts and Bair 1990; Cunningham et al. 1995; Kawecki 
and Al-Subaikhy 2005; Mohamed and Rushton 2006; Su 
et al. 2007; Patel et al. 2010; Kelson 2012; Collins and Hou-
ben 2020; Božović et al. 2020), polygon finite difference 
(Chen et al. 2003), finite element (Ophori and Farvolden 

1985; Birch et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2010, 2012; Dimkić et al. 
2013) and finite volume (Hayati-Jafarbeigi et al. 2020). In 
rectangular finite difference (FD) grids, RCW laterals may 
not align with the rows and columns of the model grid, or in 
other words, are not at right angles to the grid cells. This can 
be problematic, especially when modeling converging flow 
to a lateral and require additional grid refinement (Kelson 
2012).

A general problem for including HW and RCW in grid-
based numerical models is the range of scales involved. 
The laterals have diameters of a few decimeter and lengths 
of several tens of meters. Due to the often high pumping 
rates, the area of the aquifer affected can easily reach several 
square kilometers. As an example of the scale problem, Lee 
et al. (2012) studied a RCW with laterals of 0.2 m diameter 
and 25 m of length but had to consider a model area of 
46  km2. These different scales can invoke problems with 
the spatial discretization of the grid, which needs to be very 
fine around the laterals. The scale range of up to four orders 
of magnitude may require a grid refinement likely to strain 
computational resources (Haitjema et al. 2010). As stated 
above, flow in the aquifer matrix around a HW is likely to be 
linear-laminar (Darcy flow), while turbulent flow will prevail 
in the long and thin laterals. A full treatment of both lami-
nar aquifer flow and discrete turbulent flow in one model is 
mathematically and computationally demanding.

The treatment of laterals in the numerical models 
thus differed considerably. While Eberts and Bair (1990) 
simply modeled their RCW as one very large model cell 
(330 m × 330 m), Ophori and Farvolden (1985) modeled 
the lateral as three point sinks of equal strength. Chen 
et al. (2003) modeled the laterals as an equivalent porous 
medium with the hydraulic conductivity depending on the 
flow rate. The latter was done to address the different flow 
regimes, e.g. laminar and turbulent. Birch et al. (2007) 
used a similar approach; they calculated the head losses 
in the laterals using the Darcy-Weisbach equation and re-
expressed them via an equivalent hydraulic conductivity, 
which, when plugged into the numerical model, would 
result in the initially calculated head losses. Mohamed and 
Rushton (2006) considered three flow regimes, laminar 
flow in the aquifer (MODFLOW model), transition from 
aquifer to lateral, expressed via a resistance coefficient and 
finally turbulent pipe flow, expressed through the Hazen-
Williams equation. The three parts were coupled through a 
successive calculation of pipe flow, transitional and aquifer 
flow, looped for each time step until convergence.

In their 3D models, Lee et al. (2010, 2012) also consid-
ered laminar, transitional and turbulent flow regimes. They 
used an empirical coefficient to describe the inflow of 
groundwater from the aquifer to a lateral, with the in-lat-
eral head losses obtained from the Darcy-Weisbach equa-
tion. Since the friction factor is a function of the Reynolds 
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number and thus the flow velocity, they were able to vary 
it with the pumping rate. The friction factor and the lateral 
losses were then updated iteratively between the model 
steps. By applying very low pumping rates (36  m3/h), they 
were even able to induce laminar flow in some parts of the 
laterals. Such low rates, however, are not very realistic for 
a RCW. The differences in the friction factor caused by 
going from laminar to turbulent lateral flow had a small 
effect on the head loss and the inflow distribution. The 
influence of pipe roughness was also small.

In their finite element models, Kojić et al. (2007) and 
Dimkić et al. (2013) combined 3D models of the aquifer with 
1D elements representing the RCW laterals. Dimkić et al. 
(2013) compared a discretization of the laterals versus their 
simulation as 1D elements and found that the latter approach 
was reasonably accurate, provided that the modeled system 
size is significantly greater than the screen dimensions. The 
axial flow within the laterals was emulated by assigning 
them with a high conductivity. The connection between the 
laterals and the aquifer was obtained via shared model cell 
nodes. The effects of a skin layer was also addressed. Kel-
son (2012) proposed using a head-dependent flux boundary 
condition for the laterals within a Dupuit model. For his 
MODFLOW model he chose the DRN package. With this 
approach, a fine grid discretization can be avoided, making 
the model computationally less demanding. The effects of 
converging flow around the lateral were replaced by an entry 
resistance, similar to Haitjema et al. (2010). The results com-
pared well to those obtained from a 3D AEM model and a 
MODFLOW model with a finely discretized grid. Božović 
et al. (2020) used a similar approach by employing MOD-
FLOW-USG for the aquifer flow and the Connected Linear 
Network Process package for the laterals. This proved useful 
to study clogging effects of the zone close to the laterals.

Several authors tested their numerical models against 
analytical models. Examples include the finite difference 
model by Kawecki and Al-Subaikhy (2005), which was 
tested against the analytical solution by Kawecki (2000). 
Lee et al. (2010) compared their numerical model against 
the Hunt (2005) model, and Collins and Houben (2020) 
theirs against Hantush and Papadopulos (1962).

An explicit treatment of the flow in the lateral by the 
Navier-Stokes equation has been demonstrated by several 
authors, mostly from the oil and gas industry (Hayati-Jafar-
beigi et al. 2020). This approach removes the problem of the 
more or less approximating boundary conditions of lateral 
inflow (uniform vs. constant head) and the equivalent con-
ductivity discussed above, but is, of course, computationally 
much more demanding. Flow in the aquifer is commonly 
considered to be purely Darcy flow and effects of non-Darcy 
flow around the lateral are subsumed in a pseudo-skin factor.

Conclusions

Horizontal captures are one of the oldest techniques employed 
for groundwater recovery. Today, they have been mostly 
replaced by vertical wells. Their construction requires special 
techniques (emplacement of caisson and horizontal laterals), 
which differ significantly from those for vertical wells and are 
provided by few companies. A single HW or RCW is more 
expensive but can replace several vertical wells, which result 
from their lower drawdown and the possibility of installing 
several long laterals in one well. The lower drawdown makes 
HW and RCW especially feasible in thin shallow aquifers, 
where vertical wells are hydraulically limited and also for the 
prevention of the upconing of saltwater.

The mathematical treatment of HW and RCW is also 
significantly more elaborate, mostly due to the more com-
plicated geometry of the flow field and the different scales 
involved, although simplified solutions are available. The 
issues mentioned above probably prevent many planners 
from considering HW and RCW as an alternative to verti-
cal wells, although they can be quite competitive when 
considering their benefits. Further information on the cost-
benefit analysis of RCW vs. vertical wells can be found in 
the ESM, together with a discussion of ageing processes 
and rehabilitation measures, which also affect the lifetime 
costs. Hopefully, this study can overcome some prejudices 
against HW and RCW and can convince some well own-
ers and planners alike to give them a chance in the future.
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